T-cell exhaustion is a progressive loss of effector function and memory potential due to persistent antigen exposure, which occurs in chronic viral infections and cancer. Here we investigate the relation between gene expression and chromatin accessibility in CD8 + tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) that recognize a model tumor antigen and have features of both activation and functional exhaustion. By filtering out accessible regions observed in bystander, nonexhausted TILs and in acutely restimulated CD8
T-cell exhaustion is a progressive loss of effector function and memory potential due to persistent antigen exposure, which occurs in chronic viral infections and cancer. Here we investigate the relation between gene expression and chromatin accessibility in CD8
+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) that recognize a model tumor antigen and have features of both activation and functional exhaustion. By filtering out accessible regions observed in bystander, nonexhausted TILs and in acutely restimulated CD8
+ T cells, we define a pattern of chromatin accessibility specific for T-cell exhaustion, characterized by enrichment for consensus binding motifs for Nr4a and NFAT transcription factors. Anti-PD-L1 treatment of tumor-bearing mice results in cessation of tumor growth and partial rescue of cytokine production by the dysfunctional TILs, with only limited changes in gene expression and chromatin accessibility. Our studies provide a valuable resource for the molecular understanding of T-cell exhaustion in cancer and other inflammatory settings.
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+ T cells to prolonged antigen stimulation in an inflammatory environment is associated with progressive loss of effector function, a phenomenon defined as T-cell exhaustion (1) . Exhausted T cells show diminished cytokine production and decreased survival and express high levels of inhibitory receptors, including PD-1, LAG-3, TIM-3, and CTLA-4. Treatment with blocking antibodies against these inhibitory receptors-particularly CTLA-4 or the PD-1/PD-L1 axis ("checkpoint blockade")-has proven remarkably efficacious in reversing exhaustion and promoting tumor regression in patients with metastatic melanoma and other cancers (2, 3) . The clinical benefit of checkpoint blockade therapy correlates with the magnitude and diversity of intratumor CD8 + T-cell infiltrates (4, 5) , indicating that antitumor immunity is naturally generated, especially in tumors such as cutaneous melanoma with high rates of mutation and consequent neoantigen generation (6) . However, durable responses to checkpoint blockade therapies are observed in fewer than 50% of patients with melanoma (7, 8) , pointing to the need for a more in-depth molecular characterization of T-cell exhaustion in cancer.
The transcriptional program that underlies T-cell exhaustion shares features with other states of reduced T-cell responsiveness, such as clonal anergy and adaptive tolerance (9) . Although these states have been termed "dysfunctional," we have suggested that they arise through the transcriptional activation of normal, physiological negative feedback loops initiated by the same transcription factors that were earlier involved in the initial antigen response. Specifically, we have shown that NFAT transcription factors not only initiate transcriptional programs characteristic of productive T-cell activation, but are also involved in anergy and functional exhaustion, depending on cell type, nature and duration of stimulation and whether there is concomitant activation of the NFAT transcriptional partner AP-1 (Fos-Jun) (10, 11) . One proposed distinction is that anergy is induced by suboptimal stimulation of CD4 + T cells in the absence of costimulation (12) , whereas CD8 + T-cell exhaustion occurs after an initial productive T-cell activation, as a consequence of continuous stimulation in an inflammatory environment (1) . T cells subjected to chronic stimulation often retain significant effector function and express activation and costimulatory molecules, such as CD69 (13) , CD25, 4-1BB, and OX40 (14, 15) , alongside high levels of PD-1 and other inhibitory receptors. In addition to NFAT, other transcription factors implicated in T-cell exhaustion are Eomes, Blimp-1, Batf, HIF-1, FoxO1, and FoxP1 (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) ; with the exception of FoxP1, which is involved in maintenance of the naïve T-cell pool, these transcription factors are all important players in the regulation of effector versus memory T-cell differentiation (22) . However, no "exhaustion-specific" transcription factors have been identified so far.
Gene transcription is modulated by a variety of epigenetic features, including nucleosome positioning and DNA and histone modifications. Several genomic loci associated with T-cell exhaustion, such as Pdcd1 (encoding PD-1), show epigenetic changes during antiviral responses (23, 24) . Three recent studies have used ATAC-seq (assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using
Significance
Cancer cells can be recognized and attacked by CD8 + cytolytic T cells, but tumor-infiltrating T cells often become functionally incompetent ("exhausted") and fail to destroy tumor cells. We show that T-cell exhaustion requires antigen recognition by tumor-infiltrating T cells. By examining the transcriptional and chromatin accessibility profiles of antigen-reactive and -unreactive tumor-infiltrating cells, we confirm our previous conclusion that the transcription factor NFAT promotes CD8 + T-cell exhaustion and we identify Nr4a transcription factors as new targets for future investigation. We show that anti-PD-L1 treatment, a clinically relevant checkpoint blockade therapy that counteracts T-cell exhaustion, has modest but functionally important effects on gene expression in exhausted cells, without causing major changes in patterns of chromatin accessibility.
sequencing) (25) to evaluate genome-wide differences in chromatin accessibility in effector, memory, and exhausted CD8 + T cells during acute and chronic infection with lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) (26) (27) (28) . In contrast, there has not yet been a systematic evaluation of the epigenetic changes that accompany the switch from T-cell competence to T-cell exhaustion in tumor-infiltrating CD8 + T cells. Here we combine RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and ATACseq to define transcriptional profiles and chromatin accessibility patterns in tumor-reactive and -nonreactive tumor-infiltrating T cells. ATAC-seq and DNase I hypersensitivity assays (29, 30) yield similar information about chromatin accessibility, but ATAC-seq can be performed with limiting cell numbers such as those available ex vivo (25) . ATAC-seq data can be mined for enrichment of consensus binding motifs in different classes of accessible regions, providing clues as to which transcription factors might bind these accessible sites. Here we show that antigen-reactive tumorinfiltrating CD8
+ T cells display distinct molecular features of activation as well as exhaustion, identify a set of regulatory regions specifically associated with the exhausted state, and highlight NFAT and Nr4a family members as likely drivers of T-cell exhaustion. Using mice treated with anti-PD-L1 under conditions that arrest tumor growth, we show that blocking PD-1/PD-L1 signaling enhances the function of cytolytic T cells (CTLs) by increasing granzyme and serpin gene levels, with minor genomewide effects on chromatin accessibility and overall gene expression. We discuss our results in the context of recent studies of dysfunctional T cells in a different, autochthonous tumor model (31) , as well as exhausted T cells during chronic viral infection (26) (27) (28) .
Results
Phenotypic Comparison of Tumor-Reactive and Tumor-Ignorant Cytolytic T Cells Within the Tumor Environment. To study tumorinduced T-cell exhaustion, we intradermally injected C57BL/6 mice with B16-OVA, a melanoma cell line engineered to express the exogenous antigen chicken ovalbumin (OVA) (32) (Fig. 1A,  Upper) . In this widely established model, the aggressive growth of the B16-OVA melanoma tumor can be controlled by adoptive transfer of OT-I OVA-specific CTLs only at very early stages of the disease, or when CTLs transfer is combined with other forms of immunotherapy (33, 34) . In preliminary experiments, injection of 4.5 × 10 6 in vitro-differentiated OT-I CTLs into mice with established intradermal tumors, with or without anti-PD-L1 treatment, led to a complete block in tumor growth (Fig. S1A , Left). To shift the balance in favor of tumor escape and induce functional exhaustion in the adoptively transferred T cells, we transferred lower numbers of OT-I CTLs (2 × 10 6 per mouse). In this setting, tumor growth was not arrested, and early administration of anti-PD-L1 blocked tumor growth (Fig. S1A, Right) . For all subsequent experiments, we inoculated 2 × 10 6 OT-I CTLs per mouse. To discriminate between generic suppression imposed by the tumor environment in the absence of T-cell receptor (TCR) triggering, and exposure to the same environment with concomitant TCR engagement, we compared tumor-reactive OT-I and tumor-ignorant P14 CTLs (the P14 TCR recognizes an irrelevant peptide from LCMV). OT-I and P14 CD8 + T cells were obtained from TCR transgenic mice bearing different congenic markers (CD45.1 and Thy1.1, respectively), activated with anti-CD3 plus anti-CD28 and cultured in low dose IL-2 for 5 days (29) , then transferred intravenously as a 1:1 mixture (2 × 10 6 cells of each specificity) into C57BL/6 recipient mice (CD45.2 and Thy1.2) with established subcutaneous B16-OVA tumors (Fig. 1A, Upper) . Both OT-I and P14 CTLs infiltrated the tumors (Fig. 1A , Lower): 8 days after transfer, comparable percentages of P14 and OT-I cells were found in tumor and spleens of recipient mice (Fig. S1B) . Notably, OT-I cells isolated from the tumors, either as early as day 3 ( Fig. S2 A and B) or day 8 posttransfer (Fig. 1B and Fig. S1C ), expressed high levels of PD-1 and LAG-3, and variable levels of Tim-3. By contrast, P14 cells isolated from the same tumors, and OT-I cells isolated from spleens of the same mice, expressed much lower levels of these markers, regardless of the time (3 or 8 days) after transfer into recipients (Fig. 1B and Figs. S1C and S2 A and B). OT-I but not P14 tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) also expressed the costimulatory molecule 4-1BB and the activation marker CD69 (Fig. 1C) , both indicative of sustained TCR signaling. These activation molecules are also expressed in TILs in an autochthonous melanoma mouse model as well as in endogenous TILs in patients with cancer (15, 35, 36) .
To evaluate the functionality of OT-I TILs, we examined cytokine production in tumor-and spleen-infiltrating OT-I and P14 cells restimulated ex vivo with a mixture of their cognate peptides OVA (OVA [257] [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] ) and LCMV glycoprotein 33 (gp [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] ). OT-I TILs recovered 8 days after transfer, showed severely reduced production of TNF, IFNγ, and IL-2 compared with P14 TILs, but the two cell types showed comparable cytokine production in the spleen (Fig. 1 D-F) . Defective cytokine production upon peptide restimulation was observed as early as day 3 posttransfer in OT-I TILs (Fig. S2C) . Pharmacological stimulation with a combination of phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and thapsigargin, which bypass TCR signaling, normalized IFNγ production by OT-I TILs, whereas TNF and IL-2 production remained defective (Fig. S1D) , suggesting that the decrease in IFNγ production reflects inefficient signaling proximal to the TCR, whereas the decrease in TNF and IL-2 production involves signaling steps occurring downstream of calcium entry and diacylglycerol-mediated activation of intracellular enzymes such as protein kinase C and RasGrp.
Transcriptional Profiles of OT-I and P14 TILs. RNA-seq of sorted cells, 8 days after transfer into tumor-bearing recipient mice, identified 421 and 374 genes showing increased and decreased expression, respectively, in OT-I compared with P14 TILs (Fig.  2A) . The genes fell into several categories based on biological function ( Fig. 2B and Dataset S1). Genes encoding inhibitory receptors (Pdcd1, Lag3, Havcr2, Cd200, and Cd160), costimulatory molecules (Tnfrsf4 and Tnfrsf9), immunomodulatory semaphorins (Sema7a and Sema4c), cytokine receptors and adhesion molecules (Il2ra and Crtam) were up-regulated in OT-I TILs ( Fig.  2 A, red and B, Left), whereas genes involved in CTLs persistence/survival and tissue homing (Il7r, Bcl2, and Cxcr3) and response to IFNγ (Ifngr1 and Ifngr2) were more highly expressed in P14 TILs ( Fig. 2A , blue and Dataset S1). Among transcription factors and chromatin-associated enzymes, OT-I TILs displayed increased expression of genes encoding Egr2 and IRF-and Nr4a-family transcription factors as well as Ezh2, the enzymatic component of polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) (Fig. 2B , Right and Dataset S1). Overall, OT-I TILs displayed features of both in vivo activation and functional exhaustion.
We compared our OT-I TILs RNA-seq data with a transcriptomics dataset from a different in vivo model, in which CD8 + T-cell exhaustion was driven by chronic LCMV infection (37) . Of the genes up-regulated in OT-I compared with P14 TILs, 161 (38.2%) were also up-regulated in "exhausted" CTLs isolated on day 15 after chronic viral infection; this result was highly significant (P < 10 −10
; Fig. 2C , Top and Dataset S1). In contrast, only three genes overlapped with genes up-regulated in "effector" CTLs isolated from day 15 LCMV-infected mice, a number that did not reach statistical significance (Fig. 2C , Bottom and Dataset S1). Thus, the transcriptional profile of OT-I TILs showed a significant overlap with an independent in vivo exhaustion model (37) . The relation to more recent data (26-28) is discussed below.
We previously showed that enforced expression of a constitutively active form of NFAT1, engineered to prevent interaction with its transcriptional partner AP-1 (CA-RIT-NFAT1), induced a genetic program that closely resembles T-cell exhaustion (38) . Genes up-regulated in exhausted OT-I TILs showed a significant overlap (45 genes, 10.7%; P < 10 −10 ) with genes up-regulated in in vitro-generated CA-RIT-NFAT1-expressing CTLs (Fig. 2D , Top); in contrast, there was no significant overlap between genes down-regulated by CA-RIT-NFAT1 and genes that showed increased expression in exhausted OT-I compared with P14 TILs (Fig. 2D, Bottom) . The fold-induction of genes encoding membrane proteins, transcription factors, and chromatin-associated enzymes in exhausted OT-I over P14 TILs (Fig. 2B) , exhausted over effector CTLs in the chronic LCMV model (37) , and CA-RIT-NFAT-transduced versus control cells (38) is shown in Fig.  2E and Dataset S1. Together, these data support the notion that chronic NFAT activation contributes substantially to several features of CD8 + T-cell exhaustion (27, 28, 38) .
Genome-Wide Changes in Chromatin Accessibility upon Restimulation of in Vitro-Generated CTLs. To interrogate the role of NFAT and other transcription factors in the exhaustion program, we attempted to perform NFAT1 chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) on exhausted OT-I TILs. Although ChIP-seq for histone modifications can be performed on small numbers of cells (39), ChIP-seq for NFAT1 and other transcription factors in samples with limited cell numbers proved technically less feasible. We therefore used ATAC-seq (25), a technique that probes chromatin accessibility in small numbers of cells. Accessible regions identified by ATAC-seq can be mined to find enriched sequence motifs known to be bound by specific families of transcription factors (25) . In combination with RNAseq, this analysis provides an indication of which transcription factors might occupy accessible regions in vivo. To validate our experimental strategy, we first performed ATAC-seq on in vitro-differentiated CTLs (29) that were left unstimulated ("resting") or briefly restimulated for 2 h. Restimulation was performed with ionomycin alone (which at this early time point primarily activates NFAT transcription factors); PMA plus ionomycin (which activates NFAT, AP-1, and NFκB transcription factors, among others); or anti-CD3 + PMA (which activates AP-1 and NFκB, with less activation of NFAT). We identified a set of ∼4,300 genomic regions, which showed differential accessibility in at least one pairwise comparison, classified them into five major clusters by k-means clustering, and performed motif enrichment analysis for each cluster using Homer (40) (Fig. 3A) . As expected, accessible regions in cluster 1 (high accessibility in all restimulated samples compared with resting CTLs) showed strong enrichment for consensus NFATbinding motifs as well as NFAT:AP-1 composite sequences, whereas regions in cluster 3 (highest accessibility in CTLs restimulated with ionomcyin alone) were enriched for NFAT motifs without an AP-1 site in the immediate vicinity (Fig. 3B) . Similarly, because of PMA stimulation, regions in both clusters 2 and 5 (higher accessibility in samples restimulated with PMA + ionomcyin and anti-CD3 + PMA compared with resting and ionomycin-stimulated cells) were enriched for AP-1, NFκB, and Egr consensus motifs ( Fig.  3B and Dataset S2). Regions in cluster 4 (high accessibility in resting and ionomcyin-stimulated CTLs) showed enrichment for forkhead transcription factor motifs, consistent with a previously described role for FoxP1 in the maintenance of T-cell quiescence (41) . Cluster 4 also showed enrichment for an unusual motif in which the AGGA[A] Ets binding site overlapped by one base pair with a [T]GTGGT Runt motif, consistent with the hypothesis that ETS and Runx proteins might have a general role in maintaining chromatin accessibility through recruitment of chromatin remodeling complexes (42) . Fig. S3 shows representative genomic loci containing accessible regions belonging to the clusters identified in Fig. 3A . For instance, three regions in the promoter and one region downstream of the 3′-end of Pdcd1 gained accessibility under all three stimulation conditions tested (cluster 1); each of these regions corresponds to an endogenous NFAT1 ChIP-seq peak in in vitro-generated CTLs restimulated with PMA + ionomycin (38) , consistent with the finding that Pdcd1 is a direct target of all Fig. 3 . Analysis of the chromatin accessibility landscape in acutely restimulated CTLs. (A) Heat map of ATAC-seq signal (averaged from two to three biological replicates) at ∼4,300 genomic regions whose accessibility was significantly altered in CTLs primed for 6 days and restimulated for 2 h with ionomycin (iono), anti-CD3 + PMA, PMA + iono, or left unstimulated (resting). Unsupervised clustering was used to identify patterns of chromatin accessibility across samples. (B, Top) Transcription factor-binding motifs associated with each cluster, color coded by enrichment P value. For significant motif enrichment (P value ≤10 -5 ), the percentage of regions in the cluster with at least one motif occurrence is proportional to the colored area in each box. Therefore, the plot can be interpreted as for column charts.
three NFAT transcription factors, NFAT1, NFAT2, and NFAT4 (38, 43) . The first intron of the Pdcd1 gene contains one region belonging to cluster 2 (accessibility induced by PMA + ionomycin and anti-CD3 + PMA but not by ionomycin alone , Fig. S3A ); this region did not correspond to a site of NFAT binding. Similarly, the 5′-region of the Il2 locus contains peaks belonging to cluster 5 (Fig. S3B) showing low accessibility in resting cells or cells restimulated with ionomycin alone and high accessibility after stimulation with PMA + ionomycin and anti-CD3 + PMA. Of these two regions, the most proximal to the transcription start site (TSS) showed very strong binding to NFAT1 in ChIP-seq assays (38) and corresponds to the well-defined Il2 promoter, which harbors the ARRE2 element and cooperatively binds NFAT:AP-1 complexes (44, 45) . A complete list of genomic regions and genes associated with each cluster can be found in Dataset S2. In summary, ATAC-seq experiments performed on restimulated CD8 + T cells led to the identification of distinct accessible regions depending on the stimulation condition, and motif enrichment analyses pointed to families of transcription factors known, expected, or predicted to drive gene transcription under those stimulation conditions. These studies set the stage for subsequent analysis of accessible regions in tumor-infiltrating CTLs.
Genome-Wide Chromatin Accessibility Profiles of Exhausted OT-I and Nonexhausted P14 TILs. ATAC-seq on sorted P14 and OT-I TILs, performed on day 8 after transfer, identified 1,864 regions that were more accessible in OT-I than in P14 cells, compared with 453 regions more accessible in P14 than in OT-I cells (Fig. 4A and Fig. S4A and Dataset S3). Relative to the mouse genome, regions similarly accessible in OT-I and P14 cells (presumably regulatory regions of housekeeping or other commonly expressed T-cell lineage genes) were strongly enriched at promoters and 5′-UTRs, and depleted at intergenic and intronic elements (Fig. 4  B and C) . In contrast, differentially accessible regions were enriched for introns and intergenic sequences compared with nondifferentially accessible regions. Genes up-regulated at the mRNA level in OT-I cells (Fig. 2B ) exhibited increased chromatin accessibility within or in the vicinity of their transcribed regions, as illustrated for Lag3 and Irf8 in Fig. 4D and Nr4a2 and Ikzf2 in Fig.  S4B . In all cases, increased accessibility was already obvious in OT-I cells isolated 3 days after in vivo transfer, correlating with early induction of a dysfunctional state in OT-I TILs (Fig. S2) . Similarly, Ifngr1, which was more highly expressed in P14 cells ( Fig. 2A) , contained one region that was more accessible in P14 than in OT-I CTLs in its first intron (Fig. S4B) . Genome-wide, genes close to regions more accessible in OT-I TILs were significantly up-regulated in these cells compared with P14 TILs, whether the accessible regions were proximal (−5 kb to +1 kb) or distal to the TSS (±50 kb, excluding the proximal window) (Fig. 4E) .
To identify transcription factors that might drive exhaustion in OT-I TILs, we focused on regions more accessible in OT-I than in P14 cells. Consistent with the antigen-activated status of OT-I cells, these regions showed strong enrichment for consensus binding motifs for transcription factors associated with T-cell activation-AP-1, NFκB, and NFAT:AP-1 composite sites ( Fig. 4F and Dataset S3). Consensus motifs for NFAT binding (without an adjacent AP-1 site) were also enriched in OT-I-specific accessible regions, in agreement with our hypothesis that NFAT binding in the absence of AP-1 drives T-cell exhaustion ( Fig. 4F and Dataset S3). However, the strongest enrichment in OT-I-specific regions was for consensus Nur77 motifs ( Fig. 4F and Dataset S3); indeed two members of this family, Nr4a2 (Nurr1) and Nr4a3 (Nor1), were strongly up-regulated in OT-I cells (Fig. 2B and Dataset S1). Genomic regions more accessible in OT-I TILs also showed enrichment for IRF:BATF and Egr motifs, consistent with previous findings implicating Batf in the regulation of effector CD8 + T-cell differentiation (46) and Egr2/Egr3 (both direct NFAT targets) (47, 48) in the induction of T-cell tolerance/anergy (49).
Identification of Exhaustion-Specific Accessible Regions in OT-I TILs.
Because tumor-infiltrating OT-I cells are being continuously stimulated through the TCR, it was not surprising that OT-Ispecific accessible regions were enriched for consensus binding motifs of transcription factors known to participate in T-cell activation. Functionally, however, tumor-infiltrating OT-I cells display a dysfunctional phenotype, because they show increased expression of inhibitory receptors and decreased ability to produce cytokines upon restimulation (Fig. 1) . We therefore asked whether we could identify exhaustion-specific accessible regions in OT-I tumor-infiltrating cells by filtering out activation-related accessible regions. To this end, we subtracted the 1,414 regions highly accessible in CD8 + T cells acutely restimulated with PMA + ionomycin or PMA + anti-CD3 in vitro (Fig. 5A, yellow) from the 1,864 regions more accessible in day 8 OT-I than in P14 TILs (Figs. 4A and 5A, red) . The remaining 450 regions were defined as exhaustion related (Fig. 5A, Top) . By contrast, regions showing comparable accessibility between OT-I TILs and acutely restimulated CTLs samples were defined as activation related ( Fig. 5A , Bottom; n = 1,414 regions).
A search for transcription factor motifs in the exhaustionrelated regions revealed a highly significant enrichment for Nr4a (Nur77) (Fig. 5B) , as well as significant enrichment for NFAT without an adjacent AP-1 site (Fig. 5B) . By contrast, activation-related regions showed significant enrichment for AP-1, NFκB, NFAT, and NFAT:AP-1 composite sites (Fig. 5B) . Egr motifs and bZIP:IRF composite motifs, were significantly enriched in activation-related, but not exhaustion-related accessible regions, suggesting that Egr factors and bZIP:IRF complexes are not drivers of the exhaustion program in our tumor model (Fig. 5B) .
Notably, several loci known to be induced in both recently activated and exhausted T cells contained accessible regions associated with both exhaustion and activation, as shown for Pdcd1 (Fig. 5C) and Lag3 (Fig. S5A) . A region near the Pdcd1 TSS, a region in the Lag3 promoter, a second region ∼2 kb 3′ of the Lag3 gene and an intronic region of the Ifng gene are selectively accessible in activated cells and show strong NFAT occupancy in in vitro-generated, restimulated CTLs (Fig. 5C and Fig. S5A) , whereas a region further 3′ of the Lag3 gene (∼3 kb) and a region located −22.4 kb 5′ of the Pdcd1 TSS are selectively accessible in exhausted cells both in our model and in the LCMV model (26) (27) (28) , and do not bind NFAT under these conditions (Fig. 5C and Fig. S5A) . Notably, the −22 kb Pdcd1-accessible region, which is also accessible in cells transduced with CA-RIT-NFAT1 (Fig. 5C) , was recently shown to be functionally active as an enhancer partly driving PD-1 expression in the EL-4 T-cell line (26) . Sequence inspection of this region identified three potential Nur77 motifs and two NFAT motifs without an obvious adjacent AP-1 site (Fig. S5B) ; since neither NFAT1 nor CA-RIT-NFAT1 bind to this region in cells stimulated in vitro (Fig.  5C ) (28, 38) , NFAT may set up the accessibility of this region in exhausted cells, potentially paving the way for Nr4a and other transcription factors to bind the region and maintain its accessibility. Both the activation-associated and exhaustion-associated regions in the Pdcd1 locus fall within a domain bounded by CTCF sites (50) .
We and others have recently defined the chromatin accessibility landscape of exhausted CTLs isolated from mice infected with LCMV (26) (27) (28) . To interrogate the relation between exhausted T cells in our tumor model and a viral one, we intersected the exhaustion-related regions identified in OT-I cells (Fig. 5A ) with regions more accessible in exhausted CTLs isolated from mice chronically infected with LCMV than in effector/memory/naïve CTLs (28) and found that 150 out of 450 exhaustion-related regions identified in OT-I TILs were also more accessible in exhausted CTLs from chronically LCMV-infected mice (Fig. 5D ), indicating that common epigenetic mechanisms might underlie T-cell exhaustion in different settings.
Exhaustion-related accessible regions were associated with genes encoding immune-modulatory molecules (Btla, Il10ra/b, Tgbr2, Sema4c, and Tnfrsf4) and transcription factors whose binding motifs were enriched in OT-I-specific accessible regions (Irf8, Ikzf2, and Nr4a2) (Fig. S5C, Left) . Activation-related accessible regions were found in genomic loci encoding cytokines (Ifng and Il10) (Fig. S5 A, Bottom, and C, Right), proteins known to be upregulated as a consequence of either transient or sustained T-cell activation (Crtam, Tnfrsf9, and others); and numerous transcriptional regulators (Ezh2, Id3, Nfatc1/c2, Runx1/3, Foxo1, and Nfkb) (Fig. S5C , Right and Dataset S4).
In summary, our strategy of filtering out activation-related accessible regions allowed us to identify a set of regulatory genomic regions potentially involved in exhaustion and reinforced the notion of functional involvement of NFAT and Nr4a family members in establishing cancer-induced CD8 + T-cell exhaustion in tumor-infiltrating CTLs.
Effect of Anti-PD-L1 Treatment on RNA Expression and Chromatin
Accessibility Profile of OT-I TILs. PD-1 is a surface receptor containing an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM)/immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch motif (ITSM) that negatively regulates TCR responses (51, 52) . Immunotherapy targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis has shown remarkable results in melanoma as well as other categories of solid tumors (8, 53) , but only a few prior studies have investigated the transcriptional mechanisms associated with objective clinical responses to PD-1/ PD-L1 blockade (27, 54) . Blocking PD-1/PD-L1 signaling might reinvigorate the cytolytic activity of tumor-infiltrating CTLs at many levels, not mutually exclusive: reactivating cytoplasmic signaling downstream of the TCR, enhancing transcriptional responses in the nucleus, modulating mRNA or protein stability, and so on.
We asked whether blocking PD-1 signaling in tumorinfiltrating OT-I cells induced changes in gene expression and chromatin accessibility. Two injections of anti-PD-L1 (day 3 and day 6 after T-cell transfer) led to cessation of tumor growth (Fig.  6A) , an increase in the percentage of OT-I tumor-infiltrating T cells expressing both PD-1 and Tim3 (Fig. 6B) , and a small but significant increase in IFNγ and TNF production upon restimulation with OVA peptide ex vivo (Fig. 6C) , together confirming that our conditions of anti-PD-L1 treatment led to reactivation of TCR signaling in the tumor-infiltrating OT-I cells. Under these conditions, OT-I TILs from anti-PD-L1-treated mice showed up-regulation of a very limited set of genes, including those encoding granzymes (Gzma, Gzmc, and others), which mediate cytolysis of target cells (55) and serpins, serine protease inhibitors that protect CTLs from damage induced by granzymes (56) (Fig. 6D and Dataset S5). Anti-PD-L1 treatment had a similarly moderate effect on chromatin accessibility (Fig. 6E) . Indeed, we could identify regions showing differential accessibility in anti-PD-L1-treated cells only by using relaxed metrics (Fig. 6E, Left) . Regions with decreased accessibility upon anti-PD-L1 treatment (Fig. 6E, red) contained consensus binding motifs for NFAT (including NFAT:AP1), a high-mobility group (HMG) motif assigned to Tcf family members and a composite IRF:BATF motif thought to be occupied by a cooperative IRF: Jun-Batf dimer complex in activated T cells (57, 58) (Fig. 6E,  Right) . These data are in agreement with a previous study examining CD8
+ T-cell exhaustion in chronic LCMV infection before and after treatment with anti-PD-L1 (27) . Overall, our results suggest that the effect of PD-1/PD-L1-targeted therapies are mainly exerted by modulating cytosolic signaling intermediates rather than through de novo changes in genome accessibility to transcription factors.
Discussion
We used RNA-seq and ATAC-seq to distinguish the molecular features of activation and exhaustion in tumor-infiltrating T cells. We compared tumor-reactive OT-I TILs, which become unresponsive to restimulation as early as 3 days after in vivo transfer, with tumor-nonreactive P14 TILs, which remain antigen responsive despite exposure to the same tumor milieu. In previous papers, we documented NFAT involvement in CD4 + T-cell anergy and CD8 + T-cell exhaustion using NFAT-deficient cells and mice, as well as an engineered NFAT that lacks the ability to cooperate with AP-1 (38, 59 ). More recently, we defined the gene expression and chromatin accessibility profiles of CD8 + T cells during acute and chronic LCMV infection and identified common and distinct features of naïve, effector, memory, and exhausted cells (28) . Together, our findings in the LCMV and tumor models extend our previous conclusion of NFAT involvement in CD8 + T-cell exhaustion (38) to in vivo models of antitumor and antiviral responses and identify several new players-including Nr4a2 (Nurr1) and Nr4a3 (Nor1)-as targets for future investigation (ref. 28 and this report). The potential involvement of NFAT and Nr4a was also noted in two other recent studies of T-cell exhaustion during chronic LCMV infection (26, 27) . Our data are by and large concordant with these previous data; differences in interpretation are discussed below.
In our study, we preactivated OT-I and P14 cells in vitro using polyclonal stimulation (anti-CD3 + anti-CD28), and transferred them into mice bearing B16-OVA melanoma. This was partly to shorten the overall time course of the experiments and partly because we wished to set the stage for targeting selected exhaustionspecific genes and regulatory regions in the transferred OT-I cells by CRISPR and RNAi. A different experimental design was used in a recent paper: naïve TCR-transgenic CD8 + T cells that did or did not recognize a tumor antigen were allowed to infiltrate premalignant liver lesions induced by oncogene expression (31) . In both cases, the dysfunctional phenotype was observed only in antigenreactive tumor-infiltrating cells. Thus, both studies connect exhaustion to antigen recognition rather than to residence in an immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, regardless of whether the infiltrating cells are preactivated or naïve.
Functionally, the OT-I TILs in our system meet the classical definition of exhausted cells, because they are severely impaired in their ability to produce TNF or IL-2 upon restimulation. Nevertheless, these cells also display certain phenotypic features of activation, including expression of CD69 and 4-1BB. Similarly, many genes characteristically expressed by exhausted T cells (including those encoding Nr4a transcription factors and inhibitory receptors PD-1, Lag3, Tim3, and CTLA-4) are acutely but transiently up-regulated in effector cells in the LCMV model as well as in in vitro-activated cells (ref. 28 and this report). The observed overlap between activated and exhausted CD8 + T cells is not surprising, because it has been documented in mouse models of both chronic viral infections and cancer: CD8 + T cells exposed to persistent TCR stimulation in vivo are thought to undergo a process of functional adaptation and can retain effector phenotypes for long periods of time (60) . Similar conclusions can be drawn from clinical experience with checkpoint blockade therapies (anti-PD-1/anti-PD-L1 and anti-CTLA-4) (60). However, experiments at the single-cell level will be needed to establish whether individual cells in the population simultaneously express features of both accessibility and exhaustion at the levels of gene expression and chromatin accessibility.
In our study of antitumor responses, we distinguished exhaustion-related accessible regions in OT-I TILs from those induced by TCR stimulation or exposure to the tumor environment. Of 1,864 regions differentially accessible in OT-I compared with P14 TILs, the majority (1,414 regions) were also represented in acutely activated CTLs, identifying the remaining 450 regions as exhaustion specific-selectively accessible only in OT-I TILs. In fact, most regions that become acutely accessible in activated T cells maintain accessibility stably for long periods after stimulation, even after activation-specific gene expression has declined (42) . Thus the accessible regions shared between acutely activated T cells and OT-I TILs on the one hand (this report), and between effector and exhausted cells in the LCMV model on the other hand (28) , may belong to this category of regions that are stably accessible in previously activated T cells (42) . This hypothesis may also explain why chromatin accessibility patterns are stably maintained in exhausted T cells from anti-PD-1/anti-PD-L1-treated mice (ref. 27 and this report).
We previously used NFAT-deficient T cells as well as CA-RIT-NFAT1, a constitutively active NFAT unable to cooperate with AP-1 (38, 59) , to confirm the involvement of NFAT transcription factors in CD8 + T-cell exhaustion. Indeed, both in this report and in the LCMV studies (26) (27) (28) , exhaustion-specific accessible regions showed strong enrichment for the TGGAAA[A] motif (complement [T]TTTCCA) that binds NFAT, more so than observed for the composite NFAT:AP-1 motif. Genes selectively expressed in OT-I over P14 TILs, as well as regions selectively accessible in OT-I over P14 TILs (this report), showed substantial overlap with genes and accessible regions in CA-RIT-NFAT1-transduced CTLs; this finding was also true for genes and accessible regions in exhausted compared with effector LCMVspecific cells (28) . The transcriptional program of CA-RIT-NFAT1-expressing cells reflects the constitutive nuclear localization and altered activity of a single NFAT transcription factor in a controlled in vitro environment (38, 59) . Our data support the idea that sustained NFAT activation, under conditions that do not favor its interaction with AP-1, mediates a significant portion of the transcriptional program associated with T-cell dysfunction, during chronic viral infection, as well as in tumor-infiltrating cells.
Both in this and the LCMV studies (26) (27) (28) , exhaustion-specific accessible regions were also strongly enriched for a consensus binding motif for nuclear receptors (TGACCTTT, annotated by Homer as a Nur77/Nr4a1 motif). Nr4a2 and Nr4a3 are both highly induced at the mRNA level in OT-I relative to P14 TILs, and Nr4a1 is a well-known TCR-inducible target gene in thymocytes (61) . Furthermore, Nr4a2 is up-regulated in exhausted CD8 + T cells infiltrating autochthonous melanoma (31, 62) , as well as in T cells from subsets of patients with metastatic melanoma (63) . Taken together, the data suggest that Nr4a2 nuclear receptors are transcriptional regulators of CD8 + T-cell exhaustion, whose activity follows a standard paradigm: NFAT initiates the exhausted state by up-regulating the expression of Nr4a2 and Nr4a3 (as well as other transcription factors relevant to T-cell exhaustion); subsequently, Nr4a2 and Nr4a3 (and the other factors) maintain the exhausted state by acting either independently or cooperatively with NFAT.
We observed only modest changes in gene transcription in OT-I cells recovered from anti-PD-L1-treated mice. The anti-PD-L1 treatment was effective, because it resulted in tumor regression with a rapid time course. mRNAs selectively up-regulated in anti-PD-L1-treated OT-I TILs encoded proteins important for reversal of T-cell exhaustion, including granzymes that mediate target cell cytolysis (55) and serine protease inhibitors (serpins) that protect CTLs from bystander damage during this process (56) . Up-regulation of granzyme mRNAs was also noted in two previous reports, which analyzed gene expression changes in exhausted virus-or tumor-reactive CD8 + T cells from PD-1/PD-L1-treated mice (27, 31) .
Anti-PD-L1 treatment did not lead to major changes in chromatin accessibility in exhausted cells, as also noted in chronic viral infection (27) . PD-1/PD-L1 engagement is primarily assumed to inhibit TCR-proximal signaling pathways, for instance through increased activity of phosphatases and transcriptional induction of E3 ligases that degrade the TCR (51, 52) , thus interrupting these inhibitory signaling interactions with blocking antibodies might not have major effects on chromatin accessibility profiles, especially if the accessibility of many regions is stably maintained after activation, as discussed above (28, 42) . It is plausible that the early stages of T-cell exhaustion reflect reversible signaling defects, whereas at later stages the hyporesponsive state is at least partly imposed through epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation (23) , that are less easily reversed (27, 64) .
Indeed, it is clear that exhausted cells in tumor or viral models and in human patients are not always readily reactivated (27, 31, 54) . The simplest explanation is that targeting only the PD-1 pathway might not be sufficient to fully reverse exhaustion, especially at time points where the balance is shifted in favor of tumor growth and immune escape (as is often true for patients with cancer enrolled in experimental immunotherapies). In the autochthonous tumor model discussed above (31), anti-PD1/PD-L1 treatment initiated 8 days after tumor induction led to increased granzyme expression with no rescue of cytokine production, but removal of tumor-reactive T cells from the exhaustion-inducing stimulus (tumor antigen) in the tumor environment, coupled with exposure to IL-2 and anti-PD-1 treatment in vitro, led to recovery of cytokine production in response to antigen. It will be interesting to determine whether similar treatment of OT-I TILs in our system also leads to functional recovery, and if so, whether such recovery is associated with major changes in patterns of chromatin accessibility, especially at the level of the exhaustion-associated accessible regions identified in our study.
Chronically stimulated T cells can effectively reject established tumors if critical negative signaling pathways, such as the PD-1/PD-L1/PD-L2 axis, are blocked. There is great interest in combination therapies that can at the same time antagonize inhibitory pathways and trigger costimulatory ones; for this reason, it is important to define the set of inhibitory receptors and costimulatory molecules expressed in each exhaustion model. When we focused on selected genes known to be associated with T-cell function, we found that genes encoding several cell-surface immunomodulatory receptors were up-regulated in our OT-I TILs and in CA-RIT-NFAT1-expressing cells [Tnfrsf4 (encoding OX40), Siglecf, Sema7a, Sema4c, and Cd200 family members, Alcam and Crtam]. Notably, CD200 family members and CD244 (2B4) are also highly expressed in exhausted T cells during chronic viral infection (28) . It would be worth testing whether antibodies targeting some of these receptors, used either alone or in conjunction with checkpoint blockade therapies, would revive the cytolytic functions of exhausted CD8 + T cells during antitumor and antiviral responses.
Materials and Methods

Standard procedures for CD8
+ T-cell isolation and culture, B16 tumor model, adoptive T-cell transfer, tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte manipulation, and anti-PD-L1 treatment are described in SI Materials and Methods. Detailed descriptions of RNA sequencing and ATAC-seq experiments and data analysis are also available in SI Materials and Methods. Mice were used according to protocols approved by the La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology animal care and use committee.
